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Elden Ring Game (ERG) is a MMORPG developed and published by Imagineering. With the exception of the game name and the logo, it is 100% made in Korea. The game’s setting is an alternate universe where a cataclysmic event destroyed the world nearly a decade
ago. All that remains are the Lands Between, vast fields full of open fields and dungeons. Players, known as the Elden, are able to travel freely in this huge world. There are three classes in ERG: Warrior, Ranger, and Mage. Players choose which class they want to play and
learn the primary skill of their class from a designated Teacher. Players can also purchase items called Elden Magic from the Nursery and will be able to select a Class Skill to add to their proficiency tree for extra bonuses. While there are various school trees for Warriors
and Mages, Rangers are a class that is self-teaching. They learn their own skills such as fencing, mount riding, archery, and mysticism. The real time combat system is called the Attack Chain. When you attack, you can view the opponent’s current location, as well as his
attack pattern. When you attack, you will be displayed on the opponent’s map. Once the Attack Chain is active, you can target the location you want to attack at any time. When you’ve selected your target, you can attack at the designated time by using techniques called
Strike Points. During the attack chain, you can use the tactics of each class, including parrying, blocking, and dodging. Also, you can use items, such as ‘Reactive Block’, a vital skill to block attacks. Offense and Defense. The defense and offense system are linked. When
you use an offensive skill, your defense will automatically be set to the appropriate value. Thus, you can always attack accurately even in the face of overwhelming numbers. Moreover, you can also use ‘Defensive Strike’ that lowers your defense for a short while. You can
freely use any combination of techniques to the opponent. As you increase the amount of strike points, your skill will become more accurate and you can withstand more powerful attacks. To increase the number of strike points, you must use up your defense. The
strength of weapons, armor, and Elden Magic, and your Attack Chain’s accuracy all have an impact on attack strength.

Features Key:
A diverse progression system that allows you to enjoy endless game play
Play the game as you want and decide the story of the main character (head character) and Elden Lords
A rewarding and challenging battle system that will cause you to shake your head in confusion
A heavy storyline of the main characters that portrays that magnificent world
A variety of fascinating side characters and numerous events occur on the field of play of the Lands Between
A game story described in a three-dimensional fashion in relation to that characters’ back stories, conflict, and resolutions
The presence of other players and the associated possibilities of cyber phenomenon

Get a taste of the game here:
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View this topic on discussion board PLAY AGES:◎ 16 CREATED BY:◎ Karim (skyrimnex) TAGS:◎ wario ragnarok STORY:◎ the land of shadow was once a single country. the people survived through peace and harmony. but, the country was suddenly possessed by a legion of evil
mysterious beings, the darkness, and terrible 
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The Online Play function of the game is outstanding. Is almost like 100 players are present in the game. And it is great for party play. Like a pvp in vr play. The equipment in game are varied, and the flow of battle is smooth. The battle environment is sweet, and also provide a lot
of fun. In the beginning of the game play, the animation is a little slow, but after one or two battles, it has become as smooth as if the game was originally designed for four player (a beautiful time). Each battle is a different theme. By exploring the world, you will be able to have
unique battle experience. Although the game is a pure action RPG. There are also a lot of boss battle, and the interface of the game which makes it easy to operate it is very unique. Although I was disappointed at the beginning with the game play, but I think, the game has put a
lot of effort, and have increased with every performance. I am glad that there is a chance that the game will be able to improve. Game client is big, but it isn’t only me. Is probably a problem that should be solved in the near future. Although the game has many flaws, I thought
that it was a fun time playing it. Item and equipment selection is good, and the information of the character progression was very clear. Details of the game: The battle system is a party party RPG. The battle experience of the game is very good, and the battle system itself is
very unique. There are a lot of party system effect, and the battle scene is excellent. Each battle scene is different from each other. By equipping and level, the difficulty level of the battle system can be adjusted. There are many different types of weapons and armors, and the
combination of an equipment can be freely changed. In addition to the online play (party play) where you fight together with many other players and experience the feeling of a party, the game can also be played in asynchronous play (from the site) where you can play alone or
with someone else. The game itself became fun as I played it. The information on the character on the main menu is not detailed enough, so I’m not able to know the growth of the character, but that didn� bff6bb2d33
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1. Active Movement: Lodge or defeat various enemies or damage objects by moving towards them on the field and attacking. 2. Guarding: Defend against enemy attacks and increase your magic power. 3. Skill Advancement: Create and equip skills and learn various battle
techniques. 4. Combat: Participate in combat with your equipped skills. After each successful skill, use items to restore your HP. V. CONTROLS [CONFIRMATION] Activate one of the attack buttons to initiate a regular attack. When the attack ends, the button turns to "Ready" and a
corresponding sound effect is played. When the button turns to "Ready", confirm your action by holding the button and pressing a skill button or attack button. If you press the incorrect button, it will change to "Ready" but will not initiate the action. When the button turns to
"Ready", confirm your action by holding the button and pressing a skill button or attack button. If you press the incorrect button, it will change to "Ready" but will not initiate the action. [ACTIVE] Move the action icon to the top right corner of the screen to activate your active
mode. Pressing the down direction key will activate your active mode and leave the movement field. [DOWN] CANCEL SELF-BUFF: If the character is an equipment or skill, when the button turns to "Ready", press any attack button to initiate a regular attack. If the active mode is
not canceled, the character will be targeted as the target of the attack. [UP] CANCEL ETERNAL/KILL SELF-BUFF: If the character is an equipment or skill, when the button turns to "Ready", cancel your existing attack and initiate a new attack. If the active mode is not canceled, the
character will be targeted as the target of the attack. [B] Actions RESTORE HP/ANIMATE: Press button to restore HP to max and activate the corresponding action. The HP count of the item decreases by 10% for every item possessed. The animation will change accordingly.
CONFIRM ATTACK/CANCEL ATTACK: Press button to confirm your attack. If the character is unarmed or equipment, press the attack button to initiate a regular attack. If the character is a skill, press the skill button to activate it and the

What's new in Elden Ring:

THE FREE PLUS 1 TREASURES OF ELMINIA PATCH

Designed for players level 4 and up, this add-on contains rewards such as premium costumes. These are given at the time of obtaining a specific level or at a particular time. Be
sure to look for the new event soon!

>From a romantic story about “a king’s wife” comes an action RPG that features classic beat ’em up action against an enemy that has been eluding you. >Established with the
release of the first season of “Awakening”, where Shiroe, a young “king’s wife”, masters the Force*2 Link, and the action of the new game takes place in a kingdom where she
comes to be a queen. She will undertake the duties of becoming a queen with the strength of her new power.

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. • A Vast
World Full of Excitement A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected.
As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment. • Create your Own Character In addition to
customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play
style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered story told in fragments. An
epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. • Unique Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others In addition to multiplayer,
where you can directly connect with other players and travel together, the game supports a unique asynchronous online element that allows you to feel the presence of others.

THE FREE PLUS 1 TREASURES OF ELMINIA PATCH

Designed for players level 4 and up, this add-on contains rewards such as premium costumes. These are 
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1- Download and click on the link about how to install it, it will install and once its done go to the game folder and copy the crack folder and paste it to the game directory. (If
you don't know how to install a game don't start asking please) 2- Run the game and enjoy the hacking. 3- Uninstall the original game before running the hacked game. 4- Play
the game and enjoy. 5- Enjoy. How to login after the hacking: Everytime you launch the game it ask for your password if you did not give it when installing it. How to install and
hack ELDEN RING (Gold. Supergoal, Goat, ShadowoftheElden, EasyBreak, ELDRING UI): 1- Download and run the game. 2- Play, you will get asked for your password when you
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Features:

The latest fantasy RPG is here! The largest world yet! • 2 maps with 20-40 different types of terrain • 400+ objects (caves, forests, rivers, plains, temples and such, dungeons,
bridges) • 300 unique monsters in addition to the hundreds of rare ones • 100+ NPCs (barmen, witch doctors, crazed ramblers, bandit, and clerics, among others) • Craft and
enchant various pieces of equipment that allow for for customization and uniqueness of the character • Unlocks 7 classes to choose from, each with its own sub classes • 4 different
professions, allowing for the many systems that are the RPG fantasy world. • 3 weapon types, and 4 stat types, and 5 magic types • 3 races, 5 character genders, and 8 different
classes to each 

System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: Dual Core 2 GHz or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8400, ATI Radeon™ HD 2600 or better
Sound: DirectX® 9.0 compatible video card and speakers DirectX: Version 9.0 or better Hard Drive: 40 GB available space Additional Notes: Download the latest version from the
Nexus Mod Database Download the latest version from
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